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Dear Parents,
Hello, to another week. We had some gorgeous hot weather last week which meant fun with water at
home and at school. Teachers are busy writing reports at the moment, so make sure you send in
your children’s comments so they can be included. Thank you.
Kind regards, Mrs Fountain

Our
Super Y6’s
having fun
on ‘FUN
FRIDAYS‘
with a
water battle
and a disco.
More to
come!
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Fabulous art
work

Disco lights
and cooking
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Shout-outs this week for excellent work at
school and home
Class 1
Hugo—Good phonics work.
Evie—Amazing butterfly doubling work. Well done!
Class 2
Toby—Lots of research and learning about famous people.
Huxley—Great maths work and writing about Queen
Elizabeth I.
Callum—Completed some super exciting experiments.
Sophie—Amazing Maths and English practise.
Class 3
Austin C—Improvement in athletics.
Mae—Excellent standard of work.
Austen F—Super maths.
Class 4
Lauren—Fantastic art—she listened carefully to the instructions.
Megan—Being great fun and getting everyone wet in the water fight with her
massive water gun!
Ava B—Great designs for an alien and an alien spaceship.
Erin—Beautifully presented poster about Neptune and its distance from other
planets.
**Crazy Facts**







We are about 1 cm taller in the morning than in the evening. Layers of cartilage
in the joints gets compressed during the day.
There are approximately 550 hairs in the eyebrow.
You breathe about 10 million times a year.
A baby is born every seven seconds.
The hardest bone in the human body is the jawbone.
**Good News Blog **



Eight years after she was shot by the Taliban for campaigning for girls in
Pakistan to get an education, Malala Yousafzai finished her degree at Oxford
University. She is also the world’s youngest Nobel Peace Prize recipient. Her
aim is to continue to speak out until every girl in the world receives an
education.



NASA will rename its headquarters after the first Black
female engineer, Mary W. Jackson who broke racial and
gender barriers to help US astronauts into space.

Cooking and Science—honeycomb
from sugar, which turned to liquid,
then set hard in a mould

A few examples of the excellent work
from Class 3 this week
Never Give Up

Refugee poetry and drawing

Hunsbury visit—Learning about the Iron Age

Paper weaving
A Celtic knot

Chocolate and jelly
experiment

